COPA LAGOS 2014 THROUGH THE EYES OF
TWITTER
Lot of engagement is happening on Twitter as we count down to 4 th Edition of
Africa Largest Beach Soccer event tagged “COPALAGOS scheduled to hold
December 12th-14th. Twitter is creating the platform for engagement and live
update and happenings around the event.
The organizer (KINETIC SPORT) of the first ever international beach soccer
event in Nigeria tweeted her plans for its 4th edition which will hold from
December 12th to 14th2014 at the dynamic Eko Atlantic City, Victoria Island,
Lagos – Nigeria.
This year’s Copa Lagos Beach Soccer will bring full attention to the competition
and also the venue. Fans will be offered a varied range of activities;
networking, fashion and music, which will bring rhythm and passion to one of
the most populous and Mega city in Africa. This is more than a sport but a life
style.
Testifying to the excitement of the event, Kayode Tijani @kayodetijani200
tweeted that “Fun is an understatement when it comes to CopaLagos.” Glo
Premier League record holder and most in-form goal scorer, Mfon Udoh
reiterated Tijani when he said, ”@CopaLagosBS will be fun."
As Nigeria Super Sand Beach team aimed to retain its title @CopaLagosBS
having won all 3 previous editions since 2011, reactions had begin to unfold
on twitter. At Warri Wolves FC twitter page@warri_wolvesfc, Abu Azeez said
“he is getting ready to score goals at this year's @CopaLagosBS in December".
Sola Rogers @solarogers, Tweeted, “Stores Fc is Looking Forward to Copa
Lagos
with
FC
Barcelona.
Enyimba
Captain
Chinedu
Udoji
says @EnyimbaFC, “he cannot wait to play in this year's@CopaLagosBS”.
For the first time in history, the participant of the most anticipated African
beach Soccer event will be an all African rivals:#Nigeria, #Ghana, #Ivory
Coast and #Senegal contesting for pride. When both Nigeria andSenegal last
met, there were high expectations from Nigeria’s Super beach Eagle when
they played to qualify for #beachsoccer worldcup held in Haiti but the
Senegalese stopped Nigeria in a 9-8 thriller match but this is @CopaLagosBS,
where the host should go for revenge with home advantage.
The #Ghana beach Soccer Association will also be parading a robust crop of
skillful
players
from#SunsetSports, #AdaAssurance, #HavedziMightyWarriors, #Dansoman,

#WuoGb3 & #Layoca to tackle their African counterparts. In testifyig to the
warzone of the competition, @ibenegbu on its twitter page says that ”all four
countries participating are physically very strong so we should expect some
tough matches.”
More so, FC Barcelona Beach Soccer team, the famous Spanish giant will be
slogging it out with three of the biggest Nigerian clubs with the likes of
Stationary Stores, Enyinmba Fc in a game tagged “Barcelona Challenge”. But
Enyimba International, the Aba based side team and winner of 2014
Federation Cup promises to surprise the world, mostly the Tiki-taka expert.
The captain Thomas said@vanguardngrnews ”They are not push-aside
because they are playing beach soccer for the first time. It is our first time but
we will not fail to justify the support and confidence imposed in us “
The coach of the beach soccer eagles also promised to keep his boys in shape
for them to retain the trophy Adamu Ejor says "The players that will start
camping for @CopaLagosBS are the boys I have worked with before. No time
for new players" . Sand Eagles coach, Adamu Ejor also revealed that the
preparation is on the top gear @samsonadamu.
The competition will be played in a Round-Robin format (League Format),
allowing in this way the opportunity for each team to prove themselves against
all participants during the three days of competition. To show the magnitude
of beach soccer, football legend Ronaldo cannot leave without it
In heightening the spirit of the competition, the organizers find it fitting to
have an official song that will be herald during the competition. Now the
anticipated first ever team song of the competition has been composed and
released
by
our
very
own
LAMBOGINI
and
it
is
available
on #COPALagos2014 #beachSoCcerLove #BeachSoccer@CopaLagosBS
The likes of @callMeEnt ,@olulanuokuneye have started benefitting from the
ongoing freebees of the competition by winning free tickets. To be the next
winner and enjoy full update about the event, share any #Beachsoccer Love
picture, follow Copa Lagos on twitter @CopaLagos, @CopaLagosBS
Am sure you are ready for all in one entertainment of the year because the
heat is on, the tempo is high and if you miss out on these unforgettable story
you are seating on a long thing.

